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Summary - They say "things are the way they are - just because." Events happen without our control. We have no choice in what goes on around us...some call this the butterfly effect. The movement of a butterflies wings in Africa can set in motion the air currents necessary to start a hurricane on the east coast of North America...

What if a choice you made set into action a sequence of events that lead you to this point in time? What if getting married was the key event that sealed your fate - determined your destiny? What if attending that wedding marked the day you were going to die? One event can affect the lives of millions, without anyone even realizing such...

"Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today, to seal your destinies." That wedding set the fates of everyone aboard the Scimitar - for good or ill is yet to be seen...

=/\==/\=BEGIN U.S.S. Scimitar Mission - "Dearly Beloved - Predestination"=/\==/\=

LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::on the bridge at the SCI consol since the beloved Sci officer went on a trip::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Kerak wanders around his temporary sickbay, checking up on some patients, trying to keep well away from Delar::
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
::on the bridge looking at the viewscreen agitated::
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::smiles a little as he pulls on his black, slightly loose jumpsuit, reminding himself of his SFI days:: OPS: This should be comfortable enough...
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::running things through on the computer trying to find a source or a frequency::
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::drops the components of the med kit into the deep pockets of a long skirt before stepping to the replicator and ordering a coffee:: Rowan: remind me when we get home that you need a wardrobe with colour ::smiles tugging at a snug light blue top::
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Steps up alongside Lieutenant Leasha and gives a half smile to her:: Leasha: Is there anything I can do to assist you, Lieutenant?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt Black: helping me find the source of this stress would be good ::smiles::
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::pouts a little and takes a sip from his own coffee:: OPS: But I like black...what's wrong with black...and actually, it's more of a grey than a black...::looks over his clothing and sighs::...alright, alright, I'll remind you...
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::Smiles and giggles:: Rowan: Nice try though ::sips her coffee before moving over to sit on the edge of the bed::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer: Run a scan from the subspace stress from the planet to its originator
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
OPS: Open a Channel to Starfleet command priority one. Karla: Lt, I want all your data ready to be transmitted
CJ-Tala says:
<Computer> Leasha: Working.
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Watches over her shoulder::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::opens mouth to say something and stops:: FCO: Aye Sir
CJ-Tala says:
<Scimi_OPS> FCO: Aye sir...opening a communiqué, priority one.
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::sits down next to his wife, staying quiet for a moment before looking over to her:: OPS: Do you think they'll come and get us soon?
CO_Capt_Black says:
::walks into cargobay 1, glancing at the things going in there and moving up to the MO::  MO: Status report, Ensign...
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
COM: Starfleet Command: This Is Lieutenant John Exeter of the USS-Scimitar we have a problem.
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::slips her arm around his waist and sighs: Rowan: Ah...hard to say...I think maybe they’re lulling us into a false sense of security, but if it's any consolation I think this means they don't want us dead...yet ::smiles warmly::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Looks over to the captain:: CO: Well I managed to move all the patients down here, we're running on spare parts and back-up machinery. Could do with a trip to a Starbase soon, get the sickbay fixed up, sir.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::waits on the computer tapping her fingers wondering of the computer could do with a boost of some kind::
CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The image of a greying man can be seen on the Scimitar viewscreen. A scowl covers the Admiral's face as he glares at Exeter...
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::places his arm around her shoulder and smiles back:: OPS: They couldn't kill us if they had a book on how to kill helpless captives
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
COM: Scimitar: FCO: Unless I am mistaken, Lieutenant Exeter - you do not hold the rank of Captain...why are you using a priority one channel?
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
Laesha: What's taking it so long?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
COM: Haydes: Seeing that my captain is occupied. We have a big problem seeing that the UFP will be short on one planet within the next ten years if we don't get some assistance, sir!

ACTION - The large wooden doors to the Delar's luxury suite swing open, exposing Regent Kvoloth and his Sheliak aid. "Greetings," Kvoloth says with a smile.

CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::makes no move and casually sips his coffee:: Regent: Yes? Is knocking too much to ask for?
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
COM: Scimitar: FCO: That does not excuse a violation of the chain of command, Lieutenant. What is the situation?
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::stands and smiles charmingly:: Regent: Good morning

ACTION - The Regent looks at Delar with curiosity, "What is this 'knocking?'"

LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::turns and watches John trying to be nice to the admiral and smiles in amusement::
CO_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  MO: We'll have to visit the nearest starbase as soon as possible to them repair it...  ::grins::  and how's our special guest doing ?
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::stands up and sighs:: Regent: The chime! You chime to signify that you are outside, and to make sure the people inside are not...indisposed...::smiles at the Regent with a bit of a sly undertone::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer: your assessment of the source please
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::steps forward placing her cup on the table as she walks by it and approaching her "guests"::Regent/Sheliak: Can I get you gentlemen something from the replicator, a coffee perhaps?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: Send the Data of your research to Admiral Haydes. :looks at Haydes:: Com: Haydes: noted, sir, if you look at our observations the planet Televon will explode within ten years, sir. The whole environment is whacked out and I suggest we start evacuating now, sir
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO: Ah! A tora...my apologies - I am not familiar with your terminologies. ::He smiles and clasps his hands together:: OPS: You look quite lovely today, Mrs. Delar.

ACTION - The Sheliak shakes his "head" (?) and smiles to Brenna.

Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Closely watches the computer screen over Karla's shoulder::
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
COM: Scimitar: FCO: Thank you for your candour Lieutenant Exeter, I will file a report immediate and vessels will be dispatched when they become available. Where is Captain Black?
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
CO: Well, he's been asleep since we sedated him, his vital signs are normal, well except for his Neural activity... ::Kerak frowns at the last scans:: They are abnormally high captain.
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
<Computer> Leasha: Analysis complete.
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::puts his hands behind his back, hiding his clenched fist and taking a deep breath to calm himself:: Regent: What can we do to help you?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::looks at Lt Black:: Lt Black: so what’s your theory on all of this
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::curtsies and smiles:: Regent: Thank you, it's nice to get cleaned up after our stay in that...whatever it was ::smiles in a friendly manner hoping Rowan will warm up his tone::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer : And ?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
COM: Haydes: He's in our makeshift Sickbay checking up at a possible source of this 'disaster‘, sir!
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Self: Good grief

ACTION - The computer displays details diagrams and charts to Leasha and Black.

LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
*CO* Leasha to Captain Black
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
COM: Scimitar: FCO: Understood. Do you have anything additional to report, Lieutenant?
CO_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  MO: As we have seen before... a mystery indeed, have you been able to offer any explanation as to that abnormal high neural activity ?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt. Black: I wonder what would happen if we shut down the warp core
CO_Capt_Black says:
*Leasha*: Black here, Lieutenant...
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
::looks at Leasha:: Karla: We have anything new?
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO: I was hoping to give you the grand tour...if you were so inclined.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO; yes Sir
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
COM: Haydes: give me a second, sir, we got something new, sir
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
Leasha: No, I'm not certain... I think that if we continued to expand the subspace distortion, it would stretch itself thin.  Instead, if we collapsed the field, we could cause subspace damage to this entire sector...
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::looks back at her husband and winks before turning back:: Kvoloth: We would be delighted
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: it seems the stress is just of the port bow and is being magnified by our warp field and as we drift to its origin it increases in size
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::tries to put on his most diplomatic face, noticing the wink from Brenna: Regent: You heard the lady, please show us your complex.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt Black: Hmmm Possibly but it looks like we are the cause .. personally I would suggest pulling a way at impulse and see what happens
Regent Kvoloth says:
@::He smiles in delight and motions for the door. As he does, the Sheliak moves out into the white corridor, leading the way:: CSO/OPS: After you, my dear friends.
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: send the Data to Admiral Haydes and I'll let Brian work out the rest ::looks back at the viewscreen:: COM: Haydes: The new data we have will be sent, I need to research it further, sir,  Thanks for your time, sir!
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::slips his arm around Brenna's waist and smiles back to the Regent:: Kvoloth: Thank you
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Understood Sir ::transmits the data::
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
COM: Scimitar: FCO: Understood. Ensure that you follow protocol next time, Lieutenant. Thank you for the update. Haydes out.
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Nods::  FCO: Sir, we should try pulling away from our location.  Leasha thinks we should head at impulse, but I think a short burst from the warp engines would be more appropriate.
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
::looks at Haydes  kills the comm.:: Self: what a Wanker. Karla; is the Captain on his way?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt Black/FCO: I disagree using the warp engines might increase it by feeding it
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Checks the scans again:: CO: I have no idea sir... another thing I noticed was that his glucose levels are extremely low. I’ve checked the records and Star Fleet has recorded about 30 other incidents in the past
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO/ Lt. black: Impulse may be the way but we will not know until we try, it the stress increases we can stop
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
FCO/Leasha: But, it almost seems like its gaining energy from our field.  We should put some space between ourselves and this drain.
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Lt Black: First we try the impulse thing then the warp..... I don't want to make that planet go boom premature.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Lt Black: I still think shutting down warp drive is the possible answer
CO_Capt_Black says:
::thinks for a moment::  MO: Interesting, look them through and select the ones that resemble our current situation the most....
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO/Lt Black: but then we won't know anything until we try something
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Leasha/Lt Black: First we need to create some distance then if it is still draining I'm shutting down the warpcore
Regent Kvoloth says:
@::As they walk along the corridors he points out various suites and large meeting rooms, smiling all along:: OPS: You know, Mrs. Delar, it's a pleasure to have you here...I've been quite looking forward to your arrival. Ever since we heard that you were married - we've been eagerly anticipating your arrival.
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
MO: Yes sir... ::Kerak looks a bit uneasy:: Another thing sir... I can’t help but notice some similarities to what affected me and the old CMO before, low glucose, neural activities and what-not...
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Understood Sir ..
CO_Capt_Black says:
::glances at the ceiling, waiting for a reply from Leasha::  *Leasha*: Lieutenant, are you still there ?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Helm: Get some distance from that Anomaly. Karla: warn the Captain!
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::looks warningly at Kvoloth:: Regent: Can I ask why?

ACTION - The conn officer replies in kind and fires up the impulse drive, putting some distance between them and the anomaly.

LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
*CO* Sir I do apologize .. it seems that the stress is coming from the port bow and as we drift to the origin then it increases in size due to our warp field.. we are going to try and pull away in Impulse sir with your permission
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::smiles in return:: Kvoloth: Really...so...which of us were you expecting more than the other, you must understand, we...don't know why you would be interested in us at all...just two moderately low level Starfleet officer
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::elbows Rowan in warning::
CO_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  MO: Please elaborate on that, Ensign...
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::grunts quietly and smiles back at Brenna::
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO: I told you, friend - we have been expecting you both for a decade...your pronouncement of marriage was the final event before your arrival...an exciting time indeed.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
:;watches scans closely on the Stress to see what happens::
CO_Capt_Black says:
*Leasha*: Very well....  what's your analysis of the anomaly so far ?
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Moves to a secondary science station and begins activating the station, and the incoming sensor data... just a little tweak here::
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::clears his throat and looks to Brenna for a moment before replying:: Regent: Would it be permissible for me to ask how exactly you knew of our marriage?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
*CO*: I have warned  Starfleet they are sending back up, sir, Also I moved the ship away from the anomaly. It might happen that we have to shutdown the warpcore.
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@Kvoloth: So...will today be when we learn why you have been expecting us?...and to whom this is so important ::smiles brightly attempting to charm the answers out of the multicoloured man::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
*CO* My analysis is that we are feeding it Sir, as for what the stress is I’m working on it, I’m hoping that we can slow the increase of size by moving away .. and we are just a bout to find out if it works

ACTION - Sensor data comes into the Science console that Leasha is at - it appears the impulse drive isn't working fast enough and the subspace field is gaining strength quickly.

LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::sees the stress increase:: FCO: Sir I suggest there’s an all stop
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Helm: all stop!
Regent Kvoloth says:
@OPS: Of course, my dear. All will come into light soon enough.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Subspace field is increasing in Strength quickly,
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
*CO*: Permission to shutdown the warpcore now, sir!
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
FCO/Leasha: As I predicted... if we send a warp burst out, we could break ourselves away from it... right now, it's just following us...
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::Looks at the screen :: Computer: run simulations on subspace stress if warp core is shutdown
CO_Capt_Black says:
*FCO*: Permission granted, I'm coming up in a moment...  ::grumbles::  Self: What is happening up there anyways....
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
CO: Well sir, ::Kerak shifts about in his feet, looking uncomfortable:: When me and Varesh caught that virus on Krios Prime, we both had low glucose levels, and increased neural activity... and... ::he pauses for a moment:: I heard things sir... people talking to me in my head, I never told anyone before as they went away...
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt Black: and what happens if we feed it to much warp
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Lt black: We will tear our link apart which will do damage I don't want to do that, Lt!
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Sir I am running a simulation to see if shutting the warp core down will work ..
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Fingers run over his console... while talking::  FCO: No, think of it like a rubber band.  Stretch it enough, and it breaks.
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Computer> Leasha: Predicted outcome - 98% chance of subspace rift forming at location 267 mark 24.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer: Explain
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::stays quiet, keeping a protective arm around his wife and watching everything very carefully, memorizing the layout of the complex::
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Lt Black: And the pieces of the rubber band scatter. we need not to get away just to disrupt the rift and size it down
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Continues to keep his fingers working at the console, standing in the way of the output screen, apparently intent on it::
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Computer> Leasha: Sudden decrease in subspace field strength will rupture subspace, causing the formation of an unstable subspace rift.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Self: ouch .. don't want to be doing that
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: would Shutdown help, Lt?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Sir we don't want to be shutting the warp core down .. unless you want a subspace rift ...
CO_Capt_Black says:
::thinks as hears the MO's explanation::  MO: All Right, is there anything in the medical database that can be used to explain the readings you just told me ?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: what would Lieutenant black's suggestion do?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt Black: what is located on the port bow ?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: I’m not sure Sir, if shutting it down does that I’m not sure what adding more energy will do

ACTION - Kvoloth motions for his Sheliak companion to open a door and the group moves into a metal room - large, and filled with equipment.

Lt_Samuel_Black says:
Leasha: Besides the warp nacelle...?
Regent Kvoloth says:
@OPS/CSO: Welcome to our scientific research centre...where many of our experimentations, weapons testing and medical work-ups are done...
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::looks around at the equipment:: Regent: What kind of...experimentation?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: would feeding it  big amounts of energy make it implode?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer: from Analysis of the subspace rift , if the Scimitar was to have a short burst of warp drive will there be an increase or decrease of the stress
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::goes very pale and bites her bottom lip::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
CO: No sir, Varesh and I worked for weeks trying to find a cure... well as you know Varesh found a temporary cure to our virus, I'm not sure, but it may work on Delar.... of course I'll have to run simulations and take test samples to find out. I don’t want to risk ... upsetting him any more.
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO: We sometimes test new defensive systems, medications for our citizens, everything from the newest appliances to the latest foods.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: Possibly Sir .. what I cannot understand is what is actually creating the stress in the first place
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt. Black; other than the warp nacelle :;smiles::
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: we need to downsize it first then we can start searching for what created this.
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
Leasha/FCO: I think for now, we should separate ourselves from it.. we can determine cause later.  If we're still stuck to it, or somehow damaged by it, how will we solve the mystery?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
FCO: well let’s see what the computer tells us
CO_Capt_Black says:
MO: Good suggestion, make it so, Ensign...  I'll be on the bridge for a few.... need to check up there...
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@Regent: Where is the medical staff? And scientists...surely you don’t do it all by yourself?
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
:;waits on the computer:: Lt Black: but is separation the Answer
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Kerak walks off to find a computer console::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt. Black: But it’s an option
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::looks around the lab wide eyed before whispering quietly barely moving her lips:: CSO: I don't like this

ACTION - Kvoloth motions a few hundred metres away, in a far corner of the room there appear to be a mass of people all huddled around an object. "There."

CO_Capt_Black says:
::nods at the MO and exits the cargobay::
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Lt Black: no chance there are +/- 100,000 people on Televon we don't know what might happen. I'm not sacrificing 100,000 people for my own safety!
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::squeezes her a little and smiles reassuringly:: OPS: It'll be alright...I'm here to keep you safe. ::turns back to the Regent:: Regent: Can we see what they are working on?
VAdm_Darek_Haydes says:
<Computer> Leasha: Undetermined. Increased distance may decrease subspace stresses.

ACTION - Kvoloth nods and motions for the group to follow him as they head past tools, work stations and large equipment - mostly medical in nature.

FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Leasha/Black: We are sticking right here you two work on a way to downsize the anomaly. That's our first priority!
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Kerak finds a computer and brings up the entry about the drug which Varesh had made to combat his and Kerak’s affliction::
CO_Capt_Black says:
::enters the TL::  TL: Bridge !
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::nods, expecting the worst and tensing himself ready for combat, keeping his sense alert and readying a few tactics in his mind::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::Looks as she hears the computer:: FCO/Lt Black: we may have to try it though.. what if we could create a surrogate mother for it .. so to speak
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
Leasha: Maybe the simulation needs more data.. I'll feed it more of our sensor readings... ::Begins working on his console:: ...

ACTION - After a few moments walk through the large research lab, the group of Kvoloth, the Sheliak and the Delar's makes it to the large crowd. They can't see through the masses unfortunately, however many of the staff seem to be conversing to themselves in some alien tongue.

LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Lt Black: thank you :: Computer: when did the stresses appear ?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
Karla: What if we slowly lower our Warpcore output. So shutting down our warpcore one step at a time.
CO_Capt_Black says:
::as the TL reaches the bridge he quickly walks out and steps onto the bridge::  FCO: Report, Lieutenant !
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Computer> Leasha: Stardate 10401.19, 1931 hours.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer: when did the scimitar retain orbit
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
:;watches the Captain enter::
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Computer> Leasha: Stardate 10312.15, 1931 hours.
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
CO: We tried to move away, but the anomaly increased if we shut down the warpcore we get a biog subspace rift so we are screwed.
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::perks his ears at the language and wonders why his comm. badge doesn't translate it properly, whispering to his wife:: OPS: I think this is an unknown language...or something the translator can’t translate
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::keeps herself as close to her husband as possible:: CSO: It could just be unfamiliar and need time to work through the dialect
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Self: interesting, Computer: were there any events on Scimitar that could have attracted or released a subspace stress in that time
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
CO: I've ordered to stay put and see if we can decrease the Subspace anomaly  and work where it originates from, sir
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO: Come, Lieutenant, follow me...::He pushes his way through the crowd slowly::
CO_Capt_Black says:
Self: Hhhhmmm...   ::glances at Leasha::  Leasha: Lieutenant, have you found a way to collapse that anomaly safely ?
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::nods to her and smiles back over at the Regent:: Regent: Of course...
CO_Capt_Black says:
FCO: Good call... we don't want the planet or us destroyed by a subspace rift for that matter...
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Computer> Leasha: One. Unidentified subspace field detected aboard on stardate 10401.19, 1931 hours. Currently location, cargo bay 1.
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::holds onto Brenna even tighter as they make their way through the crowd::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
CO: Not yet Sir .. I've just asked the computer if scimitar realised anything or caused and stress in the time that she was here, as it seems there was nothing until a few days after scimitars arrival
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
CO: Also we got Starfleet ships on the way for assistance made the wrong judgement call of using a priority one comm. call to SF command so you can discipline me later for that, sir
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer: did Delar arrive on Televon at the stardate first mentioned
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::Attempts to figure out the species of the little scientists hoping to decipher their language herself but has no recognition:: Regent: What species are they, your science staff ::turns to Kvoloth and smiles congenially::
CO_Capt_Black says:
::sighs::  FCO: Understood....
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Studies the computer::
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
CO: Captain, look at this... ::shows his screen, where various graphs and displays are shown::  I still think a warp burst jump is our best option... after feeding additional data, the computer gives a 75% chance of success...
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
Computer that would be SD 10312.15

ACTION - The trio make their way through the crowd and emerge on the other side. As they do, the group sees a series of tanks lined up along a back wall, filled with a blue fluid. In the tanks can be seen humanoids...one of them, the Bolian - Haruharuko.

FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
CO: Admiral Haydes has been completely been put up to date he's sending a science ship and a few medical ships I hope, sir
CO_Capt_Black says:
Leasha: So it would seem our guest is the main problem here ?
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Computer> Leasha: Affirmative.
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::looks over to the Regent then back at the tanks:: Regent: What the...What is this? What are those people doing in those tanks?
CO_Capt_Black says:
::moves towards lieutenant black::  FCO: We'll see, Lieutenant...
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Finds a replicator in the mess of the cargobay and replicates a few samples of the vaccine::
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO: We have endeavoured to perfect our species over the past 200 years...so far it has been quite successful. There pioneers have volunteered to take part in further tests.
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
DutyOps: Open a Comm. to the planet governing body and ask if they have any scientist working on this whole mishap. 
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
CO: Well it seems the dates match and it’s located in cargobay one Sir
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::notices the Bolian:: Regent: That's a lie! The Bolian didn’t want to participate in anything!
Regent Kvoloth says:
<Scimi_OPS> FCO: On it, sir.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
CO: What the connection is Sir I really don't know right now, but caution is advised for both Delar if he is involved and the stress
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
DutyOps: also if they need any assistance and that Starfleet is sending help.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
*MO* Leasha to Kerak
Regent Kvoloth says:
@::Shakes his head slowly and looks saddened by the mention of Haru:: CSO: The genetic modifications to Haruharuko have unfortunately affected his mind beyond repair...
CO_Capt_Black says:
::looks at the Lieutenant's data::  Black: All right... what happens in 25% then ?
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
*Leasha*: Yes sir?
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::blinks at Kvoloth for a moment:: Regent: Genetic Modifications? That's illegal under Federation law!
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::gasps, begins shaking all over:: Regent: Who would volunteer to be put in a jar!? ::buries her head in Rowan's shoulder while reaching into her pocket for her hypospray::
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::holds on tight to Brenna and readies himself for a fight::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
*MO* can you send all data on Delar to SCI one please, including that stress I found on him
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
CO: Actually... nothing much.  The stresses endured appear to be minimal in those cases.
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::Listens to Black and the Captain talking:: All: what happens to the patient ?
Regent Kvoloth says:
@::Brushes back his hair and for the first time the Delar's see distinctive "Vorta" ears on the blue/multicoloured man:: OPS: I did, for starters. ::He smiles:: There are no laws against perfection, not here.
CO_Capt_Black says:
Black: Very well, then make it so... we need to try something...
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::pulls his wife back towards the tubes and away from Kvoloth:: Regent: Dominion! We chased you from the Alpha Quadrant!
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Looks at the FCO::  FCO: Sir, a two second warp burst, heading 000 mark 5.  ::Looks at the CO for the order::
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::smiles at Black: Black: I'll keep my fingers crossed it works
Lt_Samuel_Black says:
::Smiles back::  Leasha: Me, too.
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
Leasha: Yes sir ::Sends all the data requested::
CO_Capt_Black says:
FCO: Engage when ready...
LtJG_Karla_Leasha says:
::Watches the SCI consol for any disturbances::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Prepares a laser scalpel and hopes for the best::
OPS_LtJG_Delar says:
@::dials up the dose as high as possible without looking:: Regent: And just what is it you want with us?
FCO_Lt_Exeter says:
CO: Aye Two second warp burst heading 000 mark 5,sir ::quickly takes over Helm and inputs the orders::
CSO_LtJG_Delar says:
@::holds his wife in one arm, leaving a leg and a fist ready for fighting the possible horde:: Regent: What do you really want with us? You won’t get us without a fight!
Regent Kvoloth says:
@CSO/OPS: You see...after six generations of genetic breeding...our gene pool has become quite tainted. Your own Marla Enki was helpful in rejuvenating our genetic purity...and you, Mrs. Delar...will be quite helpful as well. ::He grins widely::

ACTION - The Scimitar jumps to warp, and as it does a subspace rift rips open in orbit of planet Televon. The gravimetric forces of such a rift rock the Scimitar and the crew fly forward, the ship buckling under the stress - lights fail, and Exeter flies face first into the viewscreen...everything goes dark...

=/\==/\=END Mission=/\==/\=

